
Goodnight 1721 

Chapter 1721-betrayal 

She knew this better than anyone else! 

Long qingru’s eyes swept across the surroundings, either indifferently, excitedly watching the show, but 

no one stood on her side. She was like a speck of dust that had been knocked down and returned to her 

original form, deserted by her friends and family! 

And all of this happened under the premise that she thought she could control the overall situation. 

Lin xiaojiu allowed herself to strategize arrogantly, allowed herself to be smug and ignorant. She was like 

Grand Duke Jiang, waiting for her to take the bait and let her clearly realize that she had nothing! 

Meeting Lin xiaojiu’s cold eyes, long qingru felt as if she had seen Bai Rou again through time. 

Did it feel good? 

Lin Hanxing’s lips parted slightly, and his words were languid and dripping with blood. Long qingru, 

whose nerves were already on the verge of weakness, had no power to resist. 

Both mother and daughter were extremely disgusting! 

Lin Hanxing fiddled with the diamond bracelet, and the transmission signal in the room was restored. 

The people who were waiting anxiously outside saw long qingru and Lin Hanxing looking at each other 

the moment the signal was restored. 

Even through the screen, everyone could feel the tense atmosphere between the two! 

But it was also inexplicable. 

He wondered what had happened in the Assessment Center while the signal had been cut off. 

“We have to at least give the ten people present some exclusive news, don’t we?” 

After hearing Lin Hanxing’s words, the ten media reporters ‘expressions lit up. The public must be 

extremely curious about the contents of the second test. If they were to publish the contents of the 

second test first hand ... 

They couldn’t imagine how much of a stir it would cause in the capital! 

Long qingru’s body swayed, but she managed to support herself with her hands. 

This was how it was to kill and destroy the heart! 

there’s still the third Test result. 

Lei Xiao’s cold and sharp eyes fell on the face of the head of the identification Center. His cold and grave 

face was like an ice sculpture, deep and serious. After he finished speaking, his thin lips were pursed into 

a line, giving people a strong sense of oppression. 

“Oh, right.” 



Perhaps the first two test reports had already given the leader a taste of what it was like to be 

frightened. When he opened the third sealed report, he felt a strong sense of discomfort because the 

content was too normal. 

according to the third Test report, elder long and miss Lin Hanxing are related by blood. 

He finished reading it with a dry throat, but there was no sound in the room. 

Because everyone was still immersed in the shock of the first two appraisal reports, they were still in a 

daze. 

Elder Long’s tensed shoulders relaxed for a moment. 

Although he already knew the result, he did not expect today’s appraisal to turn out this way. 

Long qingru didn’t move. 

His eyes were fixed on Lin Hanxing’s face. 

None of her arrangements today were of any use. 

If looks could kill, Lin Hanxing would have died a thousand times over. 

“Miss long, are you satisfied?” 

Lin Hanxing stood up elegantly and buttoned up the lady’s suit button that he had unbuttoned when he 

sat down. His every move was filled with a strategizing aura, and for a moment, even the knowledgeable 

reporters could not bear to look away. 

“What do you want me to say?” 

Long qingru’s lips trembled as she tried her best not to reveal her weakness and become a tool for Lin 

xiaojiu to hurt her. 

Lin Hanxing chuckled when he heard this. 

On the other hand, the reporter standing opposite Lin Hanxing stretched out his hand weakly and spoke 

after he successfully got Lin Hanxing’s gaze. 

miss Lin, can I ask you a question? ” 

The other party’s expression was slightly hesitant. 

“You can ask.” 

Lin Hanxing replied graciously. 

“Do you have any other purpose in coming to the capital besides acknowledging your family?” 

The reporter who asked the question had carefully studied Lin Hanxing’s journey, including every stage 

recorded by the current media in Jiang city and country G. He did not know if it was his own illusion, but 

the reporter did not think that Lin Hanxing returned to Beijing just to meet his family. 

This question had been hovering in his mind. He could finally ask it directly with this opportunity. 



As the question was raised, all the reporters pointed their equipment at Lin Hanxing. 

She became the focus of everyone’s attention. 

Elder Long’s fingers paused for a moment as he looked at Lin Hanxing. 

“Of course I do.” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was calm, and he turned his eyes back to long qingru’s face. 

“I’m here for revenge.” 

Thunder struck the ground. 

........................ 

In the capital’s number one guard post. 

Long Xi ‘er couldn’t wait to leave the cramped room when she heard that someone had come to visit 

her. She thought that long qingru had found a way to save her and come to pick her up. However, when 

she pushed open the door of the reception room, she was stunned. 

... 

Even in his dreams, he wanted to dismember the owner of that figure into a thousand pieces! 

Long Xi ‘er turned around and wanted to leave. However, as soon as she turned around, she was 

stopped by the staff of the security Department at the door. 

“Get out of the way.” 

Her tone was still that of a spoiled young lady. 

No one paid her any attention. 

“Come over and sit.” 

Lin Hanxing did not even turn her head. Her voice was clear and elegant. Long Xi ‘er was furious when 

she heard that. It was all her fault that she was in this state. However, Lin xiaojiu was having a good time 

outside, while she was suffering here. 

At the thought of this, long Xi ‘er turned around and walked back to sit opposite Lin Hanxing. 

The door was closed from the outside. 

“What do you want to talk to me about?” 

Long Xi ‘er’s face was bare. Her pale face without any makeup looked extremely Haggard. The wound on 

her cheek was red and swollen. Even so, she still did not want to show weakness in front of Lin Hanxing. 

She was stubborn and refused to admit defeat. 

... 

“You don’t seem to be doing well.” 



Lin Hanxing, who had just left the Assessment Center, smiled casually and played with his phone. 

“Don’t be so smug, my mom will Get Me Out Of Here!” 

At that time, he would definitely make these people pay back all the grievances he had suffered these 

few days with interest. 

Long Xi ‘er calmed down a little at the thought of this. 

Lin Hanxing’s response was to push the phone in his hand toward long Xi ‘er. 

“Let’s see.” 

She tapped her fingers on the table, making a very regular knocking sound. In a short time, the incident 

that happened at the paternity testing center had spread throughout the capital at the fastest speed. 

At the last moment of the live broadcast, Lin Hanxing was given the title of ‘vengeful goddess’. It was 

also after the live broadcast that the content of the second appraisal report that was interrupted was 

revealed exclusively by the ten reporters who were selected to follow the broadcast. 

Long Xi ‘er took it in disdain and thought that it was Lin Hanxing’s trick. 

However, not long after, her face turned pale. 

“You’re lying!” 

Long Xi ‘er was agitated. She stood up abruptly and even the chair behind her fell to the ground. 

There was a loud bang. 

The person who was guarding the door pushed the door open and looked inside with a cautious and 

serious expression. After confirming that the situation inside was not as serious as he had imagined, he 

closed the door and stood back. 

However, long Xi ‘er’s taut string had snapped! 

Chapter 1722 

1722 Long Xi ‘er collapsed 

His already pale face turned ashen in an instant, and even the wound on his cheek became terrifying. 

“You’re lying to me,” 

Long Xi ‘er repeated her words, but her tone was even gloomier than the previous one. 

“Is there a need?” 

Lin Hanxing seemed to be smiling yet not smiling. His tone was so quiet that it was frightening. It was 

very pleasant to hear, but it made long Xi ‘er shiver all over. How could she not understand? 

He was like an ant that could be trampled to death at any time, so how could he be worth Lin xiaojiu’s 

attention? 

Long Xi ‘er’s strength was completely dispersed. 
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She trembled uncontrollably, like the autumn wind sweeping the fallen leaves. 

“It’s a mess outside right now. I don’t think anyone will be able to take care of you in a short time.” 

Lin Hanxing’s fingertips were still tapping on the table rhythmically, as if he was hinting to long Xi ‘er 

that she was too weak to withstand a single blow. 

“No, it’s all fake.” 

Tears welled up in long Xi ‘er’s eyes. She raised her head and glared at Lin Hanxing fiercely. 

Lin Hanxing smiled. 

He didn’t say anything more and stood up to leave. 

“Lin Hanxing, you’ll die a horrible death.” 

Long Xi ‘er’s sinister voice came from behind. 

Lin Hanxing stood where the light and shadow intersected and turned to look at her, a happy smile on 

his lips. 

From the beginning to the end, she was calm. 

However, long Xi ‘er felt that she could read Lin Hanxing’s mind through his eyes ... 

He was trash, not worth mentioning at all! 

“Lin Hanxing ...” 

The door closed behind Lin Hanxing, blocking long Xi ‘er’s hoarse voice. 

“Ninth young lady ...” 

Bai Xi, who had been waiting outside the door, came forward to greet her. His brows were tightly 

furrowed as long Xi ‘er’s madness could be heard through the door. 

“Where are we going now?” 

Lin Hanxing kept all the expressions on his face and his eyes were deep. 

“I’m going back to Mount Jade Dragon to give my grandfather an explanation.” 

........................ 

PU family’s old house. 

Long qingru slapped PU Weishi’s face with the back of her hand, crisp and clear. 

“Are you letting me down?” 

The anger that he had been holding back all this time exploded at this moment. 

“What are you doing?” 



PU Xiang ‘er was coming down from upstairs. Seeing this, she ran over and pushed long qingru away. 

Long qingru fell to the ground, caught off guard. Her head hit the edge of the sofa, and after a short 

period of dizziness, she was in great disbelief. 

She dared to push her? 

Her sister-in-law, who used to bow down and smile obsequiously in front of her, dared to push her? 

“Brother, are you okay?” 

Although PU Xiang ‘er was greedy for money, she had nothing to say to Pu Wei. After all, he was her 

brother and a rich man. Now that long qingru had lost her identity as a member of the long family, her 

original fear had disappeared. 

With little Taotao in her arms, Fuya hid aside vigilantly. 

“You dare to hit me?” 

“Do you think you’re still that high and mighty long family member? Wake up, the true long family 

bloodline has returned. Who Do You Think You Are?” 

PU Xiang ‘er said sarcastically. 

All these years, their family had been wronged by long qingru’s powerful backer, and they could only 

follow her. Now, the tables had turned, and they could finally hold their heads high! 

PU Weishi pushed away PU Xiang ‘er’s hand and used his thumb to wipe the blood from his lips, his eyes 

dark. 

“How much longer do you want to cause a scene?” 

He asked. 

In front of long qingru, PU Weishi reached out and took little Taotao into his arms. The little boy looked 

very well-behaved and even reached out to touch the side of his face, which instantly made PU Weishi’s 

expression much better. 

At this moment, long qingru was still sitting on the ground. All her strength seemed to have been sucked 

out of her, and she stared at the adulterous couple opposite her, who were like a family. 

“I want to get Taotao back.” 

“You’re dreaming!” 

Long qingru was the first to object when she heard that PU Weishi wanted to take back this bastard. 

“It’s not up to you,” 

PU Weishi sneered. 

... 



Fu ya stood to the side and didn’t dare to say anything. The two had been together for so many years, 

and she knew that Pu Wei wasn’t as refined as he looked. In front of long qingru, she was only holding 

back long qingru’s identity as a long family member. 

“PU Weishi, you have no conscience!” 

When they got married, they all knew the status of the PU family in the capital. It was also because of 

their in-laws with the long family that many resources were slowly poured into the PU family. Now that 

she was in trouble, how could the PU family not be angry? 

“If you don’t agree, we’ll get a divorce now!” 

PU Weishi sneered again, but this time he had completely ripped off his mask and revealed everything 

to everyone. 

“No!” 

Long qingru refused without thinking. 

“Don’t forget, our two families are still entangled in the mountain investment project. Lin xiaojiu has 

already announced to the public that she will support the business. Have you forgotten how rich the X 

group behind her is? Moreover, there’s still the Lei clan!” 

Now, long qingru was especially glad that she had combined the liquid funds of the two families when 

she was working on this project. This was the only chip she could use to keep her position. 

if you’re really that heartless, then I’ll just fight you to the death. You’re involved in what happened back 

then anyway, and it was your idea to poison Lin Weiyuan! 

Long qingru had a big bump on her forehead. She looked embarrassed, but she was crazier than ever. 

... 

Upon hearing this, Fu ya’s heart skipped a beat. 

Especially when he heard the name Lin Weiyuan. 

‘Isn’t that ... Lin xiaojiu’s father? 

When she thought about how she had found her to let her little Tao Tao appear under the sun openly, 

an inexplicable uneasiness overflowed in her heart. However, since things had come to this, she could 

never disclose the fact that she had found miss Jiu. 

That was courting death! 

Hearing about the project, PU Xiang ‘er, who had been arrogant, suddenly became nervous. She had 

listened to Fuya and invested all her money into her brother’s project. There couldn’t be any mistakes! 

When Fu ya received PU Xiang ‘er’s gaze, the uneasiness in her heart grew stronger. 

Looking at little Tao Tao in PU Weishi’s arms, she suddenly felt a strong sense of uneasiness. In fact, all 

of the liquid funds in her hands had been invested into the project in the mountains of PU Weishi. 



It was not until this moment that Fuya realized that the Mountain Project had firmly tied long qingru 

from the PU family, her original family, and herself together. In other words, it had firmly tied all the 

insiders and participants of that incident together! 

Long qingru and PU Weishi, the couple, looked at each other. 

They knew each other’s bottom line and secrets better than anyone else. It was also because of this that 

one had to make concessions to little Tao Tao, and the other could no longer propose a divorce. This 

was a compromise that they had to make. 

It had nothing to do with love, only for benefits. 

Long qingru couldn’t help but recall the time when she and Lin Hanxing looked into each other’s eyes in 

the elevator. That pair of cold eyes seemed to have seen through time and predicted everything she 

would face today ... 

The sound of a mobile phone ringing could be heard ... 

Chapter 1723 

1723 revenge 

The call was from the lawyer. 

After long Xi ‘er returned to the prison, she began to bang her head against the wall until her bleeding 

head caught the attention of the prison wardens. She was then sent to the hospital. 

Long qingru felt like she had fallen into an ice cellar ... 

At the same time, Lin Hanxing, who had just hung up the phone, twitched his lips and got out of the car. 

Night had fallen and Jade Dragon Mountain was quiet. 

“You wait for me in the car.” 

Lin Hanxing said to Bai Xi who was in the car. 

He had caused such a huge commotion today. Even if his grandfather had not asked, Lin Hanxing should 

have given him an explanation. 

The service staff was waiting at the door as if they knew she would come. 

“Elder Yan is already inside.” 

When Lin Hanxing passed by him, the other party said in a low voice, ” 

Lin Hanxing did not stop and continued to walk inside. The last ray of light on the horizon dimmed 

behind her as the door closed, just like the path she had taken. 

The door of the house was opened from the inside. 

The room was very quiet, with only the sound of the clock ticking. 

Elder long and elder Yan were sitting on the sofa. When they heard the commotion at the door, they 

both looked up at her. 
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“You’ve finally come.” 

Elder Long’s voice was deep and hoarse, as if a storm was brewing. No emotions could be heard from his 

voice. 

Lin Hanxing smiled and sat down on the sofa opposite elder long. Without the strategizing at the 

paternity testing center, Lin Hanxing was now like a child from an ordinary family, well-behaved in front 

of the elder. 

“I know you’re waiting for an explanation, Grandpa.” 

Even though the tables had turned in the DNA test center, elder long did not stop her or even chase the 

reporters out. Instead, she allowed her to do as she pleased, even though she knew that doing so would 

push the long family into the eye of the storm. 

Elder long did not say anything. He just looked at her. 

There was no hiding or avoidance between the old and the young, and they faced each other honestly. 

“You also know what happened today.” 

Elder long looked at elder Yan. 

When he was at the Assessment Center today, he gave her the feeling that he was too calm, as if he had 

already known what would happen today. 

“I do know.” 

Even if that girl didn’t tell him the specific arrangements, based on elder Yan’s understanding of the 

things she had done in Jiang city, he knew that a bloody storm was inevitable on the day of the 

appraisal. 

“What are you two hiding from me?” 

Elder Long’s expression darkened instantly. She clenched her fist that was resting on the armrest of the 

sofa. 

“What do you mean by revenge?” 

From the moment Lin Hanxing returned with the remaining three heads of the twelve zodiacs to his 

series of actions today, elder long had already guessed it. However, he wanted to hear it from Lin 

Hanxing himself. 

Elder Yan subconsciously looked at Lin Hanxing. The latter’s delicate face was expressionless and he did 

not speak immediately. For a moment, the living room fell into a dead silence, only the sound of the 

clock on the wall moving. 

this story is very long. Grandpa, will you patiently listen to the entire story? ” 

Lin Hanxing finally spoke. 



Her voice was calm and emotionless, but elder Yan’s heart ached when he heard it. He recalled the first 

time they met in Jiang city. At that time, she was still full of hostility, but she was generous, not humble, 

and had an excellent upbringing when facing him. 

These two conflicting emotions gathered on one person at the same time, which also left a deep 

impression on elder Yan when he first met Lin Hanxing. 

“Go ahead,” 

The veins on elder Long’s back bulged. 

“Then I’ll start from eighteen years ago ...” 

Chapter 1724 

1724 I’ll accompany her to the end 

A knocking sound came from the window. 

When Bai Xi saw who was standing outside the car, he quickly got off. 

“Mr. Ley.” 

“The driver is waiting outside. You can go back first.” 

Lei Xiao’s cold eyes landed on the long family’s brightly lit two-story Western-style building, his 

expressionless and cold face exuding a Fatal Attraction. 

yes, ” Bai Xi replied and walked out without stopping. 

Only the heavens knew how terrifying Mr. Lei was when the ninth young lady was not around! 

When Bai Xi’s figure disappeared, Lei Xiao lit a cigarette and held it between his long fingers. The red 

light flickered in the dark night. 

He took a deep breath, and the White smoke surrounded his handsome face. 

When Shang Yan Yong left Shang clan, this was the scene he saw. 

He waved his hand, indicating for the service staff to stay where they were and not follow him. Very 

quickly, Shang yanyong came to Lei Xiao’s side. 

Everything that happened at the DNA testing center today was broadcasted throughout the entire 

capital. Even when Shang yanyong returned home in the evening, he could clearly feel the change in the 

monks ‘attitude towards Lin Hanxing. 

She had bluntly said that she had come for revenge, so she must have guessed what kind of speculations 

and waves these words would cause. 

But Lin Hanxing still said it. 

the mountain is estimated to be worth about 5.7 billion. PU Weishi has already borrowed 1.8 billion 

from the Huifa bank. With the new shares and all the available funds in his hands, he is determined to 

win this project. 
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Shang Yan Yong said. 

Lei Xiao took the last puff of his cigarette and stubbed it out under his feet, his leather shoes making a 

muffled sound. 

He handed him a document. 

Shang yanyong received it with suspicion, but a few seconds after he opened it, his body trembled, and 

he looked up at Lei Xiao, his pupils shaking. 

“It’s you ...” 

Shang Yan Yong’s words were interrupted. 

“Push the PU clan to their limits during the bidding.” 

Lei Xiao’s tall and straight body cast a shocking shadow on the ground. This project had been set up in 

the capital after the jade pendant had surfaced, slowly luring Pu Wei to take the bait. The location of this 

mountain had also been carefully selected by Lei Xiao, everything tailor-made for the couple. 

Shang Yan Yong was still in shock. 

According to the content of the document given to him by Thunder valiant beast, this young man’s 

power was much greater than any of them could imagine, and his thoughts were even more terrifying. 

Just the exquisite location of this mountain was enough to show it. 

“Does that girl know?” 

Shang Yan Yong suppressed the shock in his heart, and looked at Lei Xiao, unable to resist asking. 

Lei Xiao’s gaze fell on the brightly lit long family’s two-story building, his eyes deep and cold. 

“She only needs to enjoy the joy of victory.” 

He said. 

I’ll be with her until the end. 

His mature and profound face was hidden in the intersection of light and darkness, cold but also so 

handsome that it made people tremble with fear. 

Shang yanyong subconsciously tightened his grip on the documents in his hand. 

The power of this couple was still underestimated by the public. 

.................. 

When Lin Hanxing left the long family’s residence, it was already half past ten at night. 

Her long eyelashes covered her reddened eyes. Her posture was elegant and no one could see any 

mistake, but Lei Xiao, who was leaning against the car not far away, could clearly capture his wife’s 

fragility. 

He walked over quickly. 



By the time Lin Hanxing reacted, he was already in Lei Xiao’s arms. 

The refreshing scent of a man surrounded her. 

“I’m here to take you home.” 

His voice resonated through the vibration of his chest. 

The depression and sadness that had accumulated in Lin Hanxing’s heart had instantly disappeared the 

moment he saw Lei Xiao. All the bitter memories of the past had been coated with a layer of sugar 

because of him, and there was no longer just a single taste left. 

Lei Xiao’s hand seized the opportunity to hold her cold fingers, their ten fingers intertwined. 

In their simple words, it was a long-established tacit understanding between the two of them and their 

shared life and death. 

“Yes.” 

..................... 

Lin Hanxing walked out of the bathroom after a shower with half-dried hair. Other than the dark red 

under his eyes, no one could tell that he had shed tears in the car. He was wearing comfortable and 

loose home clothes and fell into Lei Xiao’s arms. 

“I’m so tired ...” 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes were closed and his voice was muffled. 

Lei Xiao pulled her into his arms and found a hairdryer to blow her hair patiently, as if he was coaxing a 

kitten. His long and rough fingers gently pinched Lin Hanxing’s scalp to make her completely relaxed. 

“It’ll be over soon.” 

... 

The bidding was set for three days later. 

To them, it would only be the blink of an eye. They could afford to wait. 

Hearing Lei Xiao’s words, Lin Hanxing opened his eyes. He looked at Lei Xiao’s face and subconsciously 

reached out to touch it. 

Lei Xiao’s hand movements paused, and he turned his head to kiss her palm. 

ah Zhen called in the evening, saying that the three-headed donation ceremony is scheduled for next 

week. It will be held in the National Museum, and PU Weishi and long qingru will also be attending. 

After all, on the surface, Pu Wei Shi was the one who bought the dog head. 

Lin Hanxing smiled, his fingers unconsciously hooking the collar of Lei Xiao’s home clothes, but his eyes 

were looking somewhere else. 

That day would be the end of all grudges. 



Her mind recalled the scene at Jade Dragon Mountain that night, and her eyes darkened again. She did 

not notice that the hair dryer in Lei Xiao’s hand had stopped long ago, and his collar was getting bigger 

and bigger as she unconsciously pulled. 

“Oh ...” 

Lin Hanxing was awoken by Lei Xiao’s sudden kiss. 

... 

The buttons of his home clothes had long been unbuttoned, revealing a large area of his strong chest. 

“Have you come back to your senses?” 

As he spoke, Thunder valiant pressed forward. 

His eagle eyes, which were always cold when he looked at others, were now suppressing the spring in 

them, which moved people. 

Lin Hanxing’s freshly dried hair spread out on the bed and he groaned. 

“Then, look at me.” 

Lei Xiao’s hand pinched her chin, and he delivered another kiss. 

It was a charming and romantic room ... 

.................. 

At the same time, in the hospital ward. 

As long Xi ‘er had just finished her physical examination, she was interrupted by long qingru before she 

could put on her handcuffs. 

“Mom, please save me ...” He begged. 

At this moment, long Xi ‘er looked as miserable as she could be. She held long qingru’s wrist tightly, and 

her tone was pleading. She never wanted to go back to the detention center and would rather stay in 

the hospital for the rest of her life. 

“Xi ‘er, bear with it a little longer. I can’t take care of you now ...” 

The current long qingru was indeed willing but not strong enough. In front of her was Lin Hanxing, who 

was eyeing her covetously, and behind her was Fuya and fubaitao, who were blocking her. A slight move 

would affect the whole body, and she was in a passive position. 

Long Xi ‘er was stunned when she heard this. 

Endure it? 

How much longer did she have to endure? 

From the high and mighty long family’s socialite in the past to the current prisoner, she wasn’t even her 

parents ‘child. 



Yingluo, it’s a mess outside right now. I don’t think anyone will be able to take care of you for a while. 

Lin Hanxing’s words echoed in long Xi ‘er’s mind like a curse. The sound of her fingers tapping on the 

table rhythmically appeared with this scene. 

Chapter 1725 

1725 All alone 

“Compensate those B * tches and make peace, just like before.” 

It was as if she was grasping at her last life-saving straw. Long Xi ‘er’s eyes lit up with hope. That’s right, 

as long as they paid her, it was no big deal! 

Long qingru looked even more Haggard. 

I’ve asked a lawyer to talk to them, but these people, as if they’ve discussed it beforehand, don’t agree 

to a settlement. 

“It’s Lin xiaojiu ...” 

The light in long Xi ‘er’s eyes was extinguished. 

Long Xi ‘er thought of her past glory days and the predicament she would face if she lost her power. If 

that group of B * tches refused to reconcile, it meant that she might really have to go to jail this time. 

Long Xi’ er simply did not dare to imagine what she would face when she came out. 

Hearing her daughter mention Lin xiaojiu, long qingru gritted her teeth in hatred. 

“Xi ‘er, you ...” 

“I want to eat something.” 

Long Xi ‘er’s attitude took a 180-degree turn. She said to long qingru calmly, ” 

Hearing this, long qingru was overjoyed. She hadn’t had a good meal since she entered the guard 

station. She hurriedly got up and called for someone to quickly send food to her. 

However, as soon as the door opened, the police who had been standing at the door talking to the 

lawyer suddenly rushed in. 

“Don’t be rash ...” 

Long qingru staggered from the impact. She did not have time to be angry. Her eyes followed the person 

inside and happened to see long Xi ‘er pulling open the window and jumping on the windowsill. 

The blood in his body froze. 

“Xi ‘er!” 

Long qingru shrieked. 

This was the 15th floor! 
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Long Xi ‘er turned her head and looked at her expressionlessly. The corners of her mouth twitched 

stiffly. She released her grip and her figure disappeared from the window. 

A few seconds later, there was a loud thud, and the car parked downstairs made a piercing sound of an 

anti-theft alarm. 

It was endless. 

“Xi ‘er!” 

Long qingru rushed to the window and looked out. Even on the 15th floor, she could still vaguely see the 

crowd gathering quickly downstairs. 

Long Xi ‘er’s body was spread out on the roof of a car, and dark red blood was slowly flowing out of her 

body ... 

Long qingru sat on the floor, exhausted. She didn’t even respond to the calls or screams of the people 

beside her. The voices in her ears seemed to have left her, and she was on the verge of collapse. 

She was more aware than ever that ... 

He was all alone now! 

“No...” 

.................. 

Lin Hanxing only found out about long Xi ‘er’s death the next morning. 

At that time, the news had already spread all over the major media outlets. Combined with Lin Hanxing’s 

disclosure of her return for revenge yesterday, there were already public opinions that linked long Xi 

‘er’s death to her. 

The comments on the internet were mixed. 

“I didn’t expect long Xi ‘er to be so weak.” 

At breakfast, Lin Hanxing scanned through the news on his phone and ignored all the negative news 

about her. 

His voice was light and lazy. 

“She was clearly the one who did something wrong.” 

As Jiang Xibao spoke, he took a bite of the sweet butter with sugar. His cheeks were puffed up, and he 

was obviously unhappy. When he thought of the frightened faces of the girls who had been bullied by 

long Xi ‘er that day, Jiang Xibao did not feel sorry for long Xi’ er at all. 

He deserved it. 

Although he didn’t say it out loud, the word was written all over Jiang Xibao’s small face. 

As they were talking, a loud noise came from the entrance of the courtyard house. 



Someone seemed to be knocking on the door. 

Lin little nine, get the hell out here! 

A piercing screech rang out, causing the birds on the branches to fly away. 

Chapter 1726 

1726 I’ll pay a visit to the grave of whoever dares to smash my door today 

Long qingru was about to rush into the courtyard with her men like a madman, but the Butler calmly 

called the security guards over. The security guards, who usually hid in the dark, were now guarding the 

door expressionlessly. There was no way the other party could break through. 

“Get lost!” 

Long qingru’s face was Haggard, and her eyes were Scarlet. She had long lost her dignity and propriety, 

no different from a Shrew. 

“Ms. Long, please have some self-respect.” 

Even in the face of so many people, the Butler still had a smile on his face and did not panic at all. 

Long qingru’s face twitched uncontrollably. She didn’t want to waste any more time, so she turned to 

the side and called for someone to break in. 

The Butler’s smile remained unchanged. He raised his hand and was about to signal ... 

“I’ll pay a visit to the grave of whoever dares to smash my door today.” 

Yan beixiao’s frivolous voice lazily rang out from behind him, causing the Butler to put down his hand 

and respectfully step aside. 

Lin Hanxing and the others appeared. 

“Oh, isn’t this miss long? What wind blew you here?” 

Yan beiming pretended to be surprised. 

Long qingru ignored him and fixed her eyes on Lin Hanxing’s face. There was no expression on her 

beautiful face. 

“Do you know about Xi ‘er’s matter?” 

Long qingru’s eyes were fixed on Lin Hanxing, looking gloomy and creepy. 

“I know.” 

Lin Hanxing said bluntly. 

“Xi ‘er was killed by you!” 

Long qingru still said in that gloomy tone. 

“You’re wrong. Long Xi ‘er killed herself.” 
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Lin Hanxing’s reply was lukewarm. 

“Or rather, you killed her.” 

Lin Hanxing walked toward long qingru with a strong look on her expressionless face. As she took a step 

forward, the thugs who had followed long qingru here involuntarily took a step back. 

“You allowed long Xi ‘er to be greedy, you allowed her to be arrogant, you allowed her to be lawless, 

and you chose to protect her. Now that she’s dead, you’re bringing your men to my house? Long qingru, 

how can there be such a thing in the world?” 

When he finished speaking, Lin Hanxing happened to be standing in front of long qingru. Their eyes met 

in the air, and the air was filled with a strong smell of gunpowder. 

“You ...” 

Long qingru was so angry that her whole body was shaking. 

“You didn’t raise your daughter well, what does that have to do with me?” 

Lin Hanxing laughed coldly, he was really going to anger people to death. 

Long qingru felt her blood rushing to her head. After the DNA test yesterday, her world had started to 

collapse. After Xi ‘er’s accident last night, when she called PU Weishi, Fuya had picked up. Even when PU 

Weishi picked it up, Fuya had only told her to do as she saw fit. 

“You’re talking nonsense!” 

Long qingru squeezed out these three words. 

Lin Hanxing chuckled. 

In long qingru’s eyes, she only felt that she was mocking her. 

Lin Hanxing’s gaze went over long qingru’s shoulder and swept over the group of thugs who had blocked 

the door with her. Wherever his gaze went, it gave people a strong sense of oppression and 

unspeakable fear. 

“Not everyone can break into my house. If you don’t believe me, you can try.” 

Although Lin Hanxing was smiling, in the eyes of others, it was more effective than a threat. 

After all, the name ‘Lin xiaojiu’ had become a well-known name in the capital after a few days of silence. 

The things that she had done in Jiang city and country G had quickly demonized her. 

In addition, she was elder Long’s granddaughter. Who would dare to provoke her? 

“What are you afraid of? Go!” 

Long qingru, who had gone mad with anger, only wanted to go against Lin Hanxing now. However, as 

soon as she finished speaking, no one beside her moved, making it seem as if she was waving her hands 

and brandishing her fangs and claws. 

Lin Hanxing just looked at her. 



Yingluo, look at that person. He looks like a dog. 

Long qingru couldn’t help but think of what Lin Hanxing had said to her in the Shang family. In his eyes, 

she felt as if she had really returned to the days when she had never been accepted into the long family. 

Just as she was thinking about it, she saw Lin Hanxing take a step forward. Long qingru subconsciously 

wanted to avoid him, but when she heard her next sentence, she forced herself to stop. 

“Long qingru, how does it feel to be abandoned by your loved ones?” 

When I return to the capital, I will strip away all the honor, wealth, and delusions that don’t belong to 

you, bit by bit, so that you will return to your original form and re-recognize what you really are. 

Lin Hanxing’s face filled long qingru’s eyes. Her head was buzzing because she hadn’t slept all night. At 

this time, her blood was surging, and she felt so angry that she couldn’t say a word. She only heard a 

thump ... 

Long qingru couldn’t even catch her breath and fell to the ground. 

“......” 

“......” 

“......” 

Bai Xi came over from the side and touched long qingru’s calf with the tip of his foot. 

... 

“He really fainted from anger?” 

Yuan Kang couldn’t help but ask as he stretched his neck and looked over. 

“What did you say to her?” 

Yuan Kang turned to look at Lin Hanxing. He still remembered how venomous her mouth was. 

Lin Hanxing ignored Yuan Kang, but Jiang Xibao looked at long qingru who had fainted from anger and 

snorted coldly. Their family was not good people. 

Dense! 

“You, come over.” 

Lin Hanxing pointed at the leader of the thugs. 

The other party walked over without a word. He had seen clearly just now that there seemed to be no 

protection outside the siheyuan, but the moment they gathered outside the door, someone had been 

waiting in the dark. 

He absolutely believed that if their people dared to make a move, the moment they entered the door, 

there would only be one result waiting for them. 

There was no return! 



... 

“Take him away and throw him in front of the PU family. You should know what to do.” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was neither loud nor soft, but it was like a piece of black iron smashing into the 

other’s heart. 

“I ...” 

“My people will be watching you in the dark.” 

Before the other party could finish speaking, Lin Hanxing interrupted him again. He meant that it was a 

done deal and there was no room for negotiation. 

The other party didn’t dare to say anything more. 

“Go on.” 

.................. 

Although PU Weishi was sad about long Xi ‘er’s death, she was not his biological daughter and little 

Taotao was by his side, so his sadness faded a little. However, when he heard that long qingru had gone 

to Lin Hanxing’s place to find trouble and was thrown back, his expression changed. 

“What an embarrassing thing.” 

Ever since the DNA test, old lady PU had become more and more dissatisfied with her daughter-in-law. 

Long qingru, who had just woken up, pulled a long face when she heard this. 

“Old thing, don’t be ungrateful when I’m giving you face.” 

She propped herself up weakly and spoke to old lady PU coldly. 

Old lady PU and PU Xiang ‘er, who had been watching from the side, exploded when they heard this. 

“Long qingru, are you crazy?” 

Chapter 1727 

1727 Tied to a rope 

PU Xiang ‘er’s eyes widened, but before she could react, long qingru had stood up with red eyes and 

slapped her on both sides. PU Xiang’ er felt a sharp pain in her cheeks, and in the blink of an eye, she 

had become long qingru’s punching bag. 

when there’s a problem, you can shamelessly call me sister-in-law. When there’s nothing, you can call 

me long qingru. How can you call my name? ” 

Last night, long Xi ‘er had jumped off the building. Today, she had been humiliated by Lin Hanxing. At 

this moment, all of these feelings were brewing in long qingru’s heart. Once she attacked, she could not 

stop. Her usual dignity disappeared. She pressed PU Xiang’ er on the sofa and taught her a lesson. 
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Even PU Weishi, who had lived with long qingru for many years, was dumbfounded by their posture. It 

took a long time for him to react. He called the servants to quickly pull the two apart. On the other 

hand, Fuya had already hidden to the side with little Taotao in her arms. 

By the time the two were pulled apart, PU Xiang ‘er was already beyond recognition. She covered her 

face and cried on the sofa. 

“Brother, she’s gone crazy!” 

PU Xiang ‘er didn’t dare to touch her face at all. Wherever she covered her face, it was burning in pain, 

but she couldn’t take it lying down. She only wanted her big brother to help her get back at him. 

But as soon as he finished speaking, long qingru smiled. 

She seemed to have finally let out a breath of resentment, and even her face looked much better. 

However, that gloomy face had long lost its former luster. 

“Can’t you see what kind of person your brother is? He’s just a dog who bullies the weak and fears the 

strong! In the past, he used my identity as a member of the long family to secretly take advantage of 

me. Now that I’ve lost my power in one move, I’m not even a dog to him ...” 

“Shut up!” 

Pu Wei’s forehead throbbed, he wanted to just sew long Qing ru’s mouth shut. 

“Hehe.” 

Long qingru looked at him with a cold smile. 

but don’t forget, we’ve always been in the same boat. If I’m in a bad situation, you won’t be in a good 

situation either. You helped me with what I did to Bai Rou and Lin Weiyuan. Lin xiaojiu is so smart, how 

could he not figure out the trick? ” 

PU Weishi’s face was ashen, as unsightly as it could be. 

However, he also knew that long qingru was telling the truth. Even if his identity as a member of the 

long family was no longer useful, the accounts between the two of them had been too deep over the 

years, and it was no longer easy to separate them. 

Pu Wei still understood the principle of “one rises and one falls, one falls.” 

don’t try to embarrass me, and don’t even think about getting rid of me. This lowly bastard is my last 

compromise. If today’s incident happens again ... 

Long qingru looked in the direction of PU Xiang ‘er and old lady PU. The harmony in the past had long 

disappeared. At this moment, long qingru was full of resentment and hatred. 

“We might as well die together!” 

.................. 

Lin Hanxing was sleeping soundly on the recliner under the orchid tree in the courtyard. 



White orchids bloomed on the branches, and the flowers bloomed densely. The breeze carried the 

fragrance of the flowers, and the entire courtyard was filled with the fragrance. Occasionally, white 

petals would fall beside Lin Hanxing. 

Lei Xiao had just finished his video conference and when he walked out, he saw Lin Hanxing sleeping 

quietly. 

She didn’t seem to be sleeping well. 

Her brows furrowed. 

Jiang Xibao walked over from a distance with a blanket in his arms. When he saw Lei Xiao, he handed 

the blanket to him and left. 

Lei Xiao quietly came to Lin Hanxing’s side. 

He bent over and covered her with the blanket. 

Chapter 1728 

1728 Memory, dream 

Lei Xiao did not know that Lin Hanxing was having a dream. 

She was running. 

The dense trees on both sides looked like they were going to eat people. Their heavy breathing was 

magnified in the dream. The scene in front of him was sometimes clear and sometimes blurry, but the 

sound of his violent heartbeat hit his eardrums. 

It had been a long time since she had been in such a sorry state. 

Lin Hanxing thought. 

But when he saw his outstretched hand, he was stunned. 

Pale and slender, the most shocking thing was that even though the hands were dirty, it was hard to 

hide the fact that they were a pair of children’s hands. 

Suddenly, a giant hand grabbed her from behind. With a strong pull, the sky and earth spun. 

Yingluo, I told you to run. 

A rough, gloomy, and hoarse voice was heard. Lin Hanxing felt as if his entire body had been thrown to 

the side due to inertia, and his mouth was filled with the taste of blood. 

Yingluo, you’ve let my money tree go. 

The brawny man stood against the light and his face could not be seen clearly, but his neurotic 

appearance was no different from that of a madman. 

In the next second, the other party suddenly raised his foot and stepped on Lin Hanxing’s leg bone. 

There was only a crack and a numbing pain swept over. 
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He didn’t even let go of the two leg bones. 

At that moment, Lin Hanxing only felt that he had become one with the little girl on the ground. Even 

though she was in so much pain that her whole body was trembling and she was breaking out in cold 

sweat, she did not make a sound as she fell into the mud. 

She didn’t want to cry in front of these people. 

The longer she stayed here, the further little brother could run. 

I’ll send you home, little brother. 

Yingluo, I gave you food and water, and this is how you repay me? 

Violent fists landed on her face and body, each punch bleeding. It was as if he didn’t treat this little girl 

as a human at all, or perhaps he just wanted to force her to beg for mercy to satisfy his perverted desire. 

Lin Hanxing could even feel the pain of his broken leg bones poking at his skin, as if the sharp bones 

could pierce through his skin in the next second. 

In fact, it was true. 

She heard the sound of broken leg bones piercing through skin. She heard the sound of her fingers being 

broken one by one by the man in front of her. She heard the sound of her arm being broken by the man. 

She heard many, many other sounds ... 

The smell of blood was everywhere, and the dream was like hell. 

It was better to die than to live. 

Until that pair of disgusting hands climbed up her face, pinched her chin hard, and forced her to look at 

the man. 

Zhenzhen has raised you for so long, it’s time to repay me. 

Against the light, the man’s evil and sinister laughter rang out. 

The moment he bent over, an invisible and sharp steel fishing line appeared out of thin air and wrapped 

tightly around his neck. 

He closed his eyes. 

A cold female voice rang in his ears. 

Lin Hanxing obediently closed his eyes. 

In an instant, a hot and fishy liquid sprayed on her face, mixed with the smell of rust. Something rolled 

down to the ground beside her and stopped moving. 

After a long time. 

The little girl trembled as she opened her eyes. The person standing against the light was now a white-

haired woman. She looked down at her from above, and the fish wire in her hand was still dripping with 

blood. 



Yingluo, do you want to leave with me? 

It was aunt Mian ... 

“Cold star, cold star!” 

His deep and hoarse voice was filled with a rare anxiety that penetrated the dense trees and reached his 

heart ... 

Lin Hanxing’s long eyelashes trembled slightly. The first thing she saw when she opened her eyes was Lei 

Xiao’s cold features. At that moment, his large palm was wrapped around her face, and the temperature 

of his palm made Lin Hanxing’s heart tremble. 

She subconsciously reached out to hug her husband. 

The breath that he had been holding in his dream was completely released at this moment. 

The sound of their beating hearts could be clearly heard through their chests. 

“Did you have a nightmare?” 

Lei Xiao held Lin Hanxing in his arms with one hand and placed his other hand on the back of her head, 

comforting her with great strength. The muscles on his body tensed up, showing his concern. 

Lin Hanxing did not speak, her rapid breathing gradually calmed down under Lei Xiao’s comfort. Feeling 

this, Lei Xiao pulled away from her and wiped the cold sweat on her forehead with his palm. 

“I’m fine,” she said. 

Lin Hanxing forced a smile. 

Was it a nightmare? 

Her long eyelashes were slightly closed, casting a dark shadow on her face. 

Perhaps not. 

The sound of breathing suddenly came from beside the two of them. Lin Hanxing looked down and saw 

Yan beiming’s BA Jie, who was wearing a white fluffy dress, squatting in front of them. His little pig 

trotters were stepping on the scattered magnolia petals, and his small black eyes seemed to be filled 

with confusion. 

When BA Jie saw Lin Hanxing’s eyes sweeping over, he quickly lowered his head and nuzzled the ground 

with his mouth. Finally, he picked up a Jade Orchid and placed it next to her hand. His charmingly na?ve 

actions finally made Lin Hanxing smile. 

... 

Let’s just treat it as a dream ... 

.................. 

Three days later. 



Even though the merchants under Shang yanyong’s lead tried their best to fight for it, in the mountain 

bidding case, the merchants still lost with a difference of one million. The famous people in the capital 

who knew the result had different expressions when they heard the figure of one million. They all knew 

that the PU family was humiliating the merchants. One million was nothing to them, but to lose with 

such a number, there was nothing else to say except that they knew the merchant’s trump card and 

deliberately slapped their faces. 

As for the target of the face-smacking ... 

Lin Hanxing’s X group and Lei Xiao’s Lei group had already announced that they would support the 

Shang family’s bid. It was self-evident who the PU family was declaring war on. 

Tonight, the PU family would hold a celebratory feast at the Jinghua Palace. 

There was news that the PU and Wei families would officially acknowledge the illegitimate child back to 

the PU family tonight. 

However, his actions only happened two days after long Xi ‘er’s death. In the eyes of others, he 

appeared to be cold-hearted. 

Night fell. 

Under the bright lights, the wine glasses and wine cups intertwined, and the clothes were fragrant. 

... 

The PU family had spent a lot of money to book the entire Jinghua Palace today. He had invited almost 

all of the famous people in the capital just to sweep away the anger of the past few days and hold his 

head high. 

Thinking of Shang yanyong’s unwillingness today, PU Weishi felt as proud as he could be. This pride 

covered up the slight unease in his heart, at least not at this celebration banquet. 

In the corner, long qingru, who was dressed in luxurious clothes, was holding a wine glass and looking at 

everything in front of her with gloomy eyes. 

In the past, she would definitely be the main character of such an occasion, and she couldn’t even get 

some peace and quiet. But now, these dogs who flattered the high and stepped on the low didn’t even 

look at her when they passed by her, as if she didn’t exist. 

On the contrary, Fu ya, who had always been by his side, had become the main character accompanying 

him at Pu Wei. 

Long qingru’s eyes turned dark as she finished the red wine in the glass. 

If she could, she really wanted to be struck by lightning and kill this adulterous couple. 

Just as she was thinking about this, there was a strange noise at the entrance of the banquet hall. A 

group of men dressed in black bodyguards pushed the door open and barged in. 

The entrance of the banquet hall was tightly blocked. 



The sudden situation stunned the guests. 

“Who are you? This is the capital Palace!” 

Chapter 1729 

1729 Ending-do you have evidence 

PU Weishi’s face was ashen as he walked over. 

No one spoke. 

The black-shirted bodyguards were like an iron wall. They didn’t even look at the guests and only 

guarded their designated positions. However, it was also because of this that the tension in the 

atmosphere increased. 

Some guests wanted to leave when they saw that the situation was not right, but before they could 

leave, they were blocked by the black-clothed bodyguard. They wanted to force their way in, but the 

other party directly attacked them. This made the guests who came to the celebration banquet panic. 

What was going on? 

“Mr. Pu, don’t worry. Our boss will give you an explanation later.” 

A pleasant but lazy voice sounded from not far away. Everyone looked towards the voice and saw that it 

was a young man. His handsome face was unforgettable, like a flower on the snow Peak, peerless and 

out of the world. 

“Who’s your boss?” 

Looking at him, PU Weishi narrowed his eyes, clearly trying to figure out the other’s identity. 

The young man smiled. 

it’s the boss behind the scenes of the Jinghua Palace. 

His words shocked everyone. 

The boss of the capital Palace had been hiding behind the scenes for so many years, so what was the 

meaning of making such a big scene at the PU clan’s celebration banquet today? For a moment, 

everyone’s heart was covered with a layer of dark clouds. 

“You are ... Young master yunbai?” 

A slight movement suddenly came from the crowd of guests, and the moment they heard the words 

‘young master yunbai’, the shock on their faces couldn’t be faked. They just stared at the young man, 

dumbfounded. 

Country G’s Yun Ding casino, country G’s tourism industry’s living signboard, the famous person-in-

charge of a no man’s land ... 

Young master yunbai? 

“I am.” 
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Yun Bai, who had landed in the capital in the evening, came here directly. In the past few years, other 

than Yun Ding, no one knew that he was also responsible for the Jinghua Palace. However, two days ago, 

that Big Boss had called him and asked him to come over, so he could guess that it was something 

important. 

Yun Bai’s straightforward admission caused exclamations to ring out. 

How many of the people present had never heard of the name ‘young master yunbai’? 

But who would have known that he actually had private contact with the boss of the Jinghua Palace? 

There was an inexplicable premonition in everyone’s hearts. On the other hand, Yun Bai looked at his 

watch in boredom, watching as the minute passed by. He counted the time in his heart, wondering why 

they were so slow ... 

As he was thinking about this, a uniform sound came from outside the banquet hall, and Yun Bai’s eyes 

suddenly lit up. 

It came. 

“Open the door.” 

As soon as Yun Bai finished speaking, the bodyguards pulled open the heavy doors of the banquet hall 

from the inside. The expressionless bodyguards in black, who had been standing on both sides, saluted 

the person who had come in unison. The scene stunned everyone. 

“Mr. Ley!” 

“Miss Lin!” 

Lei Xiao’s emotionless and cold face did not have the slightest change in expression. Lin Hanxing was 

holding his arm as they approached from a distance. The two’s auras complemented each other, and 

regardless of whether they were male or female, they exuded a Fatal Attraction. 

In the dark, long qingru suddenly clenched her wine glass. 

The boss behind the capital Palace was Lei Xiao? 

She wasn’t the only one who realized this. All the guests present today had their eyes focused on the 

two of them. However, not long after, another discovery surprised them even more. 

That was because a lot of police officers had arrived. 

The police officers walked through the crowd and came to long qingru. 

“Ms. Long, please come with us.” 

There was complete silence. 

Everyone was clearly stunned by the sudden situation. What was going on? 

“What right do you have to take me away?” 

what’s wrong? ” long qingru calmed down and asked the police in a deep voice. 



we suspect that you’re related to the murder cases that happened in Jiangcheng and country G eighteen 

years ago ... 

The police officer said sternly. 

18 years ago, Jiang city, murder case? 

When these few related words were put together, how could they not let everyone’s imagination run 

wild? 

Lin xiaojiu was from Jiang city! 

Not long ago, she had also said that she was here for revenge. As for what revenge ... 

Wasn’t it obvious now? 

Long qingru felt her blood freeze when she heard that. 

“Slander! This is slander!” 

Long qingru subconsciously looked in Lin Hanxing’s direction and raised her voice to shout. She could 

clearly feel the suspicion in the eyes of the people around her, and those eyes made her feel like there 

was a dagger on her back. 

long qingru, when you discovered my mother’s true identity, you colluded with my aunt Lin youlin’s 

family and caused the death of my parents in Jiang city. You even sold me to the bandits under the 

pretense of being kidnapped ... 

Lin Hanxing looked coldly in long qingru’s direction and said every word seriously, as if he wanted long 

qingru to hear him clearly. 

She had stepped on the blood all the way here just for this day. 

... 

“How can you still have the face to say the word” slander “?” 

Lin Hanxing’s words were like thunder in winter, shocking everyone to the point that they could not 

make a sound. What did she just say? The Lin couple was killed by long qingru? Was it because she knew 

that the other party was elder Long’s biological son? 

Long qingru sneered. 

“Do you have any evidence?” 

It had been eighteen years since the incident, and the people who should have died were long dead. 

Where was the actual evidence? 

I have the evidence that long qingru used slow-acting drugs on your father, and ... 

Yingluo, your mother was also ... Killed by her! 

Jian Jia continued. 



I have ... I have evidence. 

When she heard the conversation she had with Lin Hanxing that day, Fu ya’s blood froze. Pu Wei’s cold 

eyes swept over her, making Fu ya’s legs go soft. 

Long qingru looked at Fu ya fiercely. 

... 

She had never thought that she had kept a backup plan for herself all these years. She had even left 

behind concrete evidence that could convict her without her knowledge! 

“Didn’t you always want to know why I stayed late at night after I separated from you and Pu Wei in the 

capital Palace?” he asked. 

Lin Hanxing’s lips were curled into a smile, and his eyes were full of sarcasm. 

that’s because I’ve met with Fuya alone once again. She used this evidence to exchange for a chance for 

Fu baitao to appear in front of everyone, and I ... Agreed. 

Everyone was in an uproar. 

Even though everyone in the capital knew about the results of the DNA test, anyone with eyes could tell 

that something was wrong. Lin xiaojiu was just as she had said ... 

She was taking revenge! 

And now, there was a blood feud that had been hidden for more than 18 years! 

don’t worry. Grandpa already knows everything. 

Lin Hanxing and long qingru looked at each other. 

The last sentence was like a death sentence to long qingru. With a Swoosh, long qingru’s face turned 

deathly pale, and her whole body trembled. 

It’s finished! 

Long qingru couldn’t help but think of this word. 

Chapter 1730 

1730 The ending chapter, Flowers in the Mirror and the moon in water 

No one knew elder Long’s personality better than long qingru. 

Kinship was his most untouchable reverse scale! 

It was because of this that he had been able to make small moves in private all these years. 

It was all over. 

Long qingru unconsciously clenched the wine glass in her hand. She looked like she had aged ten years, 

and her face turned pale. 
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A crisp slap was heard ... 

The wine glass in her hand finally couldn’t withstand the force and broke. The red wine and blood 

flowed down her fingers and splashed on the ground. 

The police seemed to be used to this kind of scene. After showing an arrest warrant, they handcuffed 

long qingru in front of everyone. For long qingru, it was more like being in public. 

The originally unremarkable corner was now the center of everyone’s silent attention. Long qingru was 

also in this atmosphere, following the police to the door. 

When she passed by Lin Hanxing, she suddenly stopped. 

Long qingru tilted her head and looked at Lin Hanxing at a close distance. 

“Back then, I really should have let them kill you.” 

How could long qingru have imagined that a child who could be crushed like an ant at any time would 

come to the capital so many years later and set up a death trap for herself? 

“My aunt and the others think so too.” 

Unfortunately, there was no medicine for regret in this world. 

Long qingru was taken away by the police. 

The entire banquet hall of the capital Palace was surrounded by a deathly silence. The guests seemed to 

have long forgotten that their purpose of coming here was to celebrate the PU clan’s great victory in this 

bidding case, only because they had heard even more explosive news! 

Yun Bai walked toward Lei Xiao and whispered something into his ear. 

Lin Hanxing’s gaze fell on PU Weishi, her fingers thoughtfully turning the ring on her finger. She did not 

say anything, and the others did not dare to say anything. PU Weishi, who was being stared at by those 

clear and cold eyes, felt even worse. 

But PU Weishi was not so nervous. 

After all, he had absolute confidence that he had nothing to do with the Lin couple’s matter. All these 

years, it had been long Qing Rulai who had handled everything. Even if Lin xiaojiu wanted to pursue the 

matter, he could not have any substantial evidence. 

Just as he was thinking this, Pu Wei saw that Yun Bai and Lei Xiao’s conversation had come to an end, 

and he hurriedly walked in his direction with a thin smile. 

Mr. Lei, I didn’t expect you to be the boss behind the capital Palace! 

Pu Wei Shi extended his hand in the direction of the Thunder valiant beast. 

However, the Thunder Hawk’s sharp eyes swept over his outstretched hand and did not move. 

There was a brief moment of awkwardness. 

“There are still many things that you didn’t expect.” 



The Thunder valiant beast’s deep voice was extremely pleasant to the ears, but it was so cold that it 

could penetrate into the bone. 

PU Weishi’s expression froze. 

Lei Xiao raised his hand and glanced at his watch. It was almost time. 

“Mr. Pu, bad news.” 

Almost as soon as he said this, PU Weishi’s assistant ran over, his head covered in sweat. He didn’t even 

care about his image as he rushed to report to PU Weishi. 

“Shut up,” he said. 

Seeing the guests who had not yet recovered from the shock of long qingru being taken away by the 

police all look over, PU Weishi’s face immediately turned cold. 

“Something has happened to the project!” 

Ignoring Pu Wei’s scolding, the assistant didn’t dare to waste any time and spoke. 

“What did you just say?” 

This time, it wasn’t just PU Weishi. Even the other people of the PU family had gathered. Their greedy 

faces were filled with anxiety, which was not there when long qingru was taken away. 

The assistant’s face was pale, and his lips were trembling, perhaps due to the pressure. His voice was 

stuck in his throat. 

“I’ll explain.” 

Lin Hanxing had just received a document from his subordinate. He flipped through it and looked up 

with a smile. 

the PU’s group spent a lot of money to bid for this piece of land. Someone accidentally discovered the 

shadow of protected animals and plants, so they submitted the application. Just now, the results of the 

application came out. This piece of land has been determined to be a National Nature Reserve, and all 

forms of mining are prohibited. 

Upon hearing this, the people who were originally in a daze were instantly ignited. 

How could the shrewd merchants present not understand what this meant? Was he trying to destroy 

the PU group? He had heard that PU Weishi had gathered all the liquid funds he could gather to get this 

project, and he had arrogantly snatched it from the hands of the merchants, but in exchange, this was 

the result? 

The initial investment had all gone down the drain. Was he going to force the PU clan to go bankrupt 

and force this group of people to jump off a building? 

Wasn’t that ... Too ruthless? 

As he spoke, Lin Hanxing handed the documents that had just come out of the oven to Pu Wei. 



PU Weishi snatched it over. 

His face was pale as he flipped through it. It was just an announcement document, two pages going back 

and forth, but PU Weishi didn’t want to give up and wanted to see something else. 

“I’m looking forward to seeing how the stocks of the PU’s group will fluctuate when the market opens 

tomorrow.” 

Lin Hanxing’s smile disappeared and he looked at Pu Wei’s face expressionlessly as if he was looking at a 

dead person. 

Pu Wei suddenly raised his head to look at her. 

“It’s you!” 

... 

He finally understood why Shang clan was so abnormal in the bidding, even after the bidding ended, 

there was no dejection of defeat. Shang yanyong even personally sent a message, on it was only a 

simple line of words. 

[ you’re on your own. ] 

When he had seen it, Pu Wei had just laughed in disdain, but now that he thought about it, wasn’t it 

Shang clan’s advice to him? 

Do you think that long qingru is enough? ” 

When Lin Hanxing looked at the ashen faced Pu Wei, he didn’t hide the coldness in his eyes. 

She wanted them to taste what it meant to have nothing. She wanted them to pay back the pain she 

had suffered in the past a hundred times or a thousand times! She wanted to let them know that 

everything they had in their hands was like an illusion! 

Fu ya’s mind was blank as she snatched the document from PU Weishi’s hands. The uneasiness that had 

been hidden in her heart for a long time exploded at this moment. 

She had finally endured until little Taotao was recognized as his ancestor and long qingru lost her power, 

but now she had fallen back to the dust and couldn’t even get out of it? 

“No!” 

With tears in her eyes, Fuya looked up at Lin Hanxing madly. She couldn’t believe that the glory she had 

fought so hard for would turn into a pile of bubbles like this. Her son was the only heir to the PU clan! 

The heavens fell and the earth cracked. 

... 

after tonight, everyone in China will know what you’ve done! 

Lei Xiao said in a deep voice. 

No one noticed that Yun Bai had already left silently, and no one knew what Yun Bai’s departure meant. 



After learning that long qingru was involved in everything that happened to Hanxing, Lei Xiao had 

already asked Yun Bai and Liang yuran to work together to gather information about the PU clan, and 

what happened in the mountains tonight was only the beginning ... 

None of them could escape! 

 


